


With a myriad of additional touches such as heated demister pads and 
ambient lighting, our mirrors will give your daily routine a special lift. The 
right mirror will enlarge the smallest of spaces, reflecting light and 
brightening your room and your day.

All of our illuminated mirrors are IP44 rated, so whichever mirror you 
choose you can be sure that it has been tested for safe use 
in the bathroom.

With a myriad of additional touches such as heated demister pads and 
ambient lighting, our mirrors will give your daily routine a special lift. The 
right mirror will enlarge the smallest of spaces, reflecting light and 
brightening your room and your day.

All of our illuminated mirrors are IP44 rated, so whichever mirror you 
choose you can be sure that it has been tested for safe use 
in the bathroom.

INSPIRING

MIRRORS



NEW FOR 2014

CORE LED ILLUMINATED MIRRORCORE LED ILLUMINATED MIRROR



LED
Add some SPARKLE to your bathroom with one of our bright LED mirrors. We have 
added two NEW LED BACKLIT MIRRORS to the range which utilise the very latest in 
energy saving LED technology.

STANDARD & BACKLIT LED MIRRORS

Tapered body Re-charging socket Heated demister padInfrared sensorAmbient lighting

LED ILLUMINATED MIRROR FEATURES

Infrared on/off switch
A safe and easy to use infrared on/off switch lets you 
activate lighting without the need to touch the mirror. 
Simply move your hand in front of the sensor to activate.

Important: When mounting mirrors with infrared switches, 
the sensor must be at least 150mm from an adjacent wall or 
obstruction to ensure the switch can function properly.

Re-charging socket
An integrated power socket for electric shavers and 
toothbrushes.

Heated demister pads
Heated demister pads heat the mirror to a few degrees 
above room temperature within 2-3 minutes, preventing the 
mirror from misting in even the steamiest of bathrooms.

Ambient lighting
For additional mood lighting in the bathroom, stunning 
effects are created with ambient LED lighting.

Tapered body
The tapered body profile gives our mirrors an elegant, 
floating effect.

Zones for electrical equipment in close proximity 
to bath & showers
Our mirrors have been designed and independently 
tested for compliance with electrical equipment (safety) 
regulations.  Mirrors which are IP44 water resistance rated 
are suitable for use in zones 2 and outside zones in the 
bathroom. Please see the diagram on page 250 for further 
information.

All these features do not apply to every mirror. See details on each mirror to see which features apply.

STANDARD LED MIRRORS BACKLIT LED MIRRORS
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New LED
Technology
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INVERT LED ILLUMINATED MIRRORTRANSMIT LED BACKLIT ILLUMINATED MIRROR

DIFFUSE LED BACKLIT ILLUMINATED MIRRORCORE LED ILLUMINATED MIRROR

New for 
2014

New for 
2014

New for 
2014

SLE450 Invert Illuminated Mirror (48 LEDs)
600(w) x 800(h) x 50(d)

£351.59

Features include: Tapered body | Re-charge socket | Heated demister pad 
| Infrared sensor | IP44 rated | Can be hung landscape or portrait

SLE510 Transmit LED Backlit Illuminated Mirror
450(w) x 700(h) x 40(d)

£169.00

Features include: Energy efficient LED backlit technology | Heated 
demister pad | Infrared sensor | IP44 rated | Can be hung landscape or 
portrait

SLE500 Core LED Illuminated Mirror
550(w) x 700(h) x 50(d)

£220.00

Features include: Energy efficient LED lighting system | Heated demister 
pad | Rocker switch | IP44 | Can be hung landscape or portrait

SLE520 Diffuse LED Backlit Illuminated Mirror 
530(w) x 730(h) x 40(d)

£179.00

Features include: Energy efficient LED backlit technology | Heated 
demister pad | Infrared sensor | IP44 rated | Can be hung landscape or 
portrait
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MOMENTUM LED ILLUMINATED MIRRORREFRACTION LED ILLUMINATED MIRROR

HEAT LED ILLUMINATED MIRROR AVENT LED ILLUMINATED MIRROR
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Dimensions in mm. For further technical information see page 249 or visit www.tavistock-bathrooms.co.uk

SLE410 Refraction Illuminated Mirror (46 LEDs)
550(w) x 750(h) x 40(d)

£307.02

Features include: Ambient lighting | Heated demister pad | Infrared sensor 
| IP44 | Can be hung landscape or portrait

SLE400 Momentum Illuminated Mirror (24 LEDs)
450(w) x 700(h) x 40(d)

£280.33

Features include: Ambient lighting | Heated demister pad | Infrared sensor  
| IP44

SLE300 Heat Illuminated Mirror (24 LEDs)
530(w) x 730(h) x 40(d)

£253.31

Features include: Infrared sensor | IP44 | Can be hung landscape or 
portrait

SLE440 Avent Illuminated Mirror (48 LEDs)
450(w) x 700(h) x 40(d)

£161.84

Features include: Rocker switch | IP44 | Can be hung landscape or portrait





BACKLIT
Feel like a film STAR when you add a STUNNING 
fluorescent backlit mirror to your bathroom

MIRRORS

FLUORESCENT BACKLIT ILLUMINATED MIRROR FEATURES

Infrared on/off switch
A safe and easy to use infrared on/off switch lets you 
activate lighting without the need to touch the mirror. 
Simply move your hand in front of the sensor to activate.

Important: When mounting mirrors with infrared switches, 
the sensor must be at least 150mm from an adjacent wall or 
obstruction to ensure the switch can function properly.

Re-charging socket
An integrated power socket for electric shavers and 
toothbrushes.

Heated demister pads
Heated demister pads heat the mirror to a few degrees 
above room temperature within 2-3 minutes, preventing the 
mirror from misting in even the steamiest of bathrooms.

Ambient lighting
For additional mood lighting in the bathroom, stunning 
effects are created with ambient lighting.

Tapered body
The tapered body profile gives our mirrors an elegant, 
floating effect.

Magnifying glass
A useful illuminated magnifying mirror, which magnifies 
objects to double their size, is great for shaving and 
applying make-up.

Zones for electrical equipment in close proximity 
to bath & showers
Our mirrors have been designed and independently 
tested for compliance with electrical equipment (safety) 
regulations.  Mirrors which are IP44 water resistance rated 
are suitable for use in zones 2 and outside zones in the 
bathroom. Please see the diagram on page 250 which 
illustrates zones within a standard bathroom.

All these features do not apply to every mirror. See details on each mirror to see which features apply.

BACKLIT MIRRORS

Tapered body Re-charging socket Heated demister 
pad

Infrared sensorAmbient lightingMagnifying mirror
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Bright & practical 
Lighting
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EQUALISE ILLUMINATED MIRROR

TRANSFORM ILLUMINATED MIRROR

VAPOUR ILLUMINATED MIRROR

MOOD ILLUMINATED MIRROR

SBL17 Equalise Illuminated Mirror (40 watts)
600(w) x 800(h) x 50(d)

£333.75

Features include: Tapered body | Re-charge socket | Heated demister pad 
| Infrared sensor | IP44 | Can be hung landscape or portrait

SBL10 Transform Illuminated Mirror (40 watts)
600(w) x 800(h) x 50(d)

£280.33

Features include: Ambient lighting | Heated demister pad | Infrared sensor 
| IP44 | Can be hung landscape or portrait

SBL16 Vapour Illuminated Mirror (40 watts)
600(w) x 800(h) x 50(d)

£329.27

Features include: Magnifying mirror | Re-charge socket | Heated demister 
pad | Infrared sensor | IP44 | Can be hung landscape or portrait

SBL14 Mood Illuminated Mirror (40 watts)
450(w) x 700(h) x 45(d)

£218.80

Features include: Ambient lighting | Heated demister pad | Infrared sensor  
| IP44 | Can be hung landscape or portrait
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CUBA ILLUMINATED MIRROR

ALIGN ILLUMINATED MIRROR

LUPO ILLUMINATED MIRROR

Dimensions in mm. For further technical information see page 249 or visit www.tavistock-bathrooms.co.uk
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SBL07 Cuba Illuminated Mirror (2 x 13 watts)
550(w) x 700(h) x 40(d)

£155.25

Features include: Pull switch | IP44 rated

SBL15 Align Illuminated Mirror (2 x 13 watts)
450(w) x 700(h) x 40(d)

£150.69

Features include: Rocker switch | IP44 | Can be hung landscape or portrait

SBL01 Lupo Illuminated Mirror (2 x 13 watts)
600(w) x 800(h) x 40(d)

£168.66

Features include: Pull switch | IP44 rated


